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Utah State University 
Thanksgiving Point Office
If you are experiencing withdrawal 
from 
 The winter sub-freezing weather 
 The gunky inversions and fog 
 The frozen soil
 NSC Disease (No Soil Contact)
If you are suffering from soil, water 
or plant deprivation, there is a cure
I am a big advocate of solar design 
I have no insider secrets to oil, gas 
or other energy futures
I know that energy costs will always 
continue to rise
Renewable resources are the 
only way to curb rising energy 
costs
If you are interested in
 Reducing your carbon footprint
 Reducing dependence on fossil fuels
 Saving money
 Look to the sun 
The sun's energy is always there, 
whether or not we use it
Learn to utilize solar energy to help 
make your garden more productive

Grandma’s Tomato Plants
Teaching Solar Greenhouse 
Design and Use 
 Learn By Doing
 Conducting Research
 Always Loved Plants
 Wanted to be More Self Sufficient
 Wanted to Save Money
Teaching Solar Greenhouse 
Design and Use 
 Tax Credits in 1980’s 
 Federal 40%
 State 10%
Teaching Solar Greenhouse 
Design and Use 
 Tax Credits in 2008
 Check Them Out Because a Few  Are In 
Place But Only For Home Heating 
 Currently Federal Is Expired But States 
May Have Them
How It Started








 Rounded Strom Window and Door Cost 
$800.00
 Greenhouse Cost $1,800.00
 Tax Credit $900.00
 Cost Covered Almost All of Original 
Greenhouse
Greenhouse Objectives
 Keep Snow Out Of Basement Stairway
 Provide Heat For Home
 Keep Wind Out of Old Window and Door
 Grow Plants Out of Season
Greenhouse Had To Be Totally 
Passive And Pay Me Not Cost Me














 Large Thermal Mass 
 Roof Overhang
 Solid Roof
 Glazing On South Side
Dark Colored Brick Trombe 
Wall





 North Wall Against Home
 East And West Wall Solid
 Foundation And Fiberglass Insulation
North Wall Against Home
Insulate Gable Ends







































 Reflective material used to increase light 
levels in greenhouse
 Walls not used for heat retention system 
must be of reflective material
 Wall behind heat retention system should 






 Good for Cool Season Plants
 Good for Cutting Down Wind and Air 
Infiltration
 Good for Heat Collection

What Did Not Work 
 Heat Collection Lower Than Hoped
 Retrofit Made It Less Efficient
 Maintenance Needs Take Time
 Not Enough Time In The Greenhouse 
Too Cold For Tropicals
Revisions for 2006
 Reroof the Greenhouse (15 year shingles 
on house for 29 years on house)
 Replace Polygal plastic (10 year 
guarantee 22 years old, with hail 
damage)



































Thanksgiving Point/Utah Botanical Center
Start with the less expensive hot 
bed and cold frame structures
A cold frame structure lets light in 
and is often partially buried in soil
It is designed to protect plants from 
cold weather 
Cold frames are only heated by the 
sun 
A hot bed is similar except they 
have a heat source besides the sun
To share construction details, let me 
explain how to build one 
This project is one that I helped my 
son, Glen, build in Illinois
The first decision is the purpose 
Glen was looking for
  A way to extend his outdoor garden 
season
  To get his plants that were growing on 
tables out of the dining room
Plants Under Lights Inside the 
Home
South window for tabletop 
growing with added lights
The next decision is economic 
 He was looking to build his cold frame as 
inexpensively as possible
 He wanted a durable and workable 
growing structure
Since he comes from thrifty 
parentage
 He got some glass from 
www.freecycle.org
 This website is devoted to keeping 
materials out of landfills and giving them 
a second use so he got them for the price 
of picking them up from the giver
The glass was used sliding doors 
that had wood frames
 It was usable because the glass was in 
good condition
 More importantly it was tempered so if it 
broke it would break into crumbles 
instead of  dangerous shards
 If tempered glass is not available 
substitute plastic sheeting, rigid plastic or 
double-walled plastic 
Make the glazing frames from 
quality lumber
  You do not want them to warp or twist or 
your frame will not hold heat well
Recycled patio doors with 
wooden frames
The 3rd decision is related to the 
2nd — the cold frame size 
 Because Glen's tempered glass was 
impossible to cut, it meant the cold 
frame needed to be fabricated to fit the 
size of the glass 
 It was important to cut the wood to size 
to fit the glass because that can be 
done with ordinary tools
Because he wanted durability, he 
selected pressure-treated lumber 
 It comes in two grades
 Lumber rated for ground contact is more 
expensive but also can be buried without 
decaying
You can build the box from pressure 
treated lumber
The back or tall side and ends are 
exterior, pressure-treated plywood
 These are reinforced with pressure 
treated 2-by-6’s 
 This kind of plywood is not as readily 
available all places although some 
specialty lumber stores may carry it 
Layout with the angled sides 
Glass for covering






 Getting the angle right for a good fit is 
more difficult with these products 
The frame needs a tight fit with the 
glass lid to keep heat inside 
The glazing angle depends on when 
you plan to grow the plants 
Steeper angles intercept more 
winter sun but have less growing 
space 
My son's has the south-facing 
glazing placed at a 30-degree angle 
 It is used for starting 
plants in the spring
The glass in the frame was very 
heavy
 We fabricated hinges of large lag 
bolts through 2-by-6 pieces fastened 
to the lower part of the frame
 These go into the window frame and 
became the hinge pins that pivot it 
 Small screws in ordinary hinges 
would not hold under the weight of 
the glazing
Ordinary hinges will not carry the 
weight so use lag bolts pins
Completed frame ready to move 
into garden
Two large 4-by-4’s were buried near 
the lower edge of the frame
 The glazing rests against them while it is 
open
 This allows working inside the growing area
 With lighter material, hinging at the top is an 
alternative
 Heavy windows are difficult to manage from 
above
 The 4-by-4’s provide a safe anchor so it 
does not unexpectedly fall
Completed frame in the 
garden
So the question is, was it 
successful? 
 It got the transplants out of the dining 
room
 They grew well for transplanting into the 
garden 
Dining room overrun with 
growing plants
During the day temperatures stayed 
8 to 15 degrees higher than the 
outside
 It did not freeze at night until mid-winter
 With 20 bottles of water temperatures 
stayed above freezing until almost 
Thanksgiving
 They still had fresh peppers from the 
garden cold frame at that time 
Cost breakdown
 The cost with the recycled glass was 
about $40.00 for everything plus the time 
to build it
 The frame could be used to grow hardy 
crops through the winter 
That's an inexpensive to provide 
some fresh produce for your family
He liked it so we built a second 
one on another trip back there 
Second frame ready to move to 
garden
Glass removed to set second 
frame in place
Getting it over the rabbit fence and 
in place for growing
Happy Growing Some 
Inexpensive Plant Starts
